peculiarity the weight to which it was entitled the reader in mind the influence exerted by Pennsylvania in bring Jackson forward for the Presidency, an influence which ^ think be over-estimated when it is regarded as having cont result; and this consideration deserves to be constantly re whilst canvassing the merits of his subsequent course up( very important points.
Pennsylvania is in every sense of the word a great worthy of high respect—great in her material resources an the constant industry, the morality and general intelligei People.   When to the credit she derives from these source,' that which has naturally accrued from the moderate a character of her general course it will be seen how we] deserved the honor shewn her by her sister States in the which they have distinguished her of " the key stone of tt the Union."
It is nevertheless true that she has for a long time pi favorable field for the agitation of political questions ^ dress themselves to special interests in the communities uj: they are pressed. Internal Improvements by the Federa' ment, a high protective tariff and a Bank of the United S for many years before Gen. Jackson's accession to the P: been regarded as favorite measures with the good people sylvania. In respect to the first, which is now the subje consideration, both of the great Reports of the Committees and Canals, at the period when it embraced a large sha attention of Congress, were from Pennsylvanians,—Mr. Wi Mr. Hemphill. Yet these measures and the question of th< of the Indians, which had so strongly excited their misdire pathies, were destined to be the principal domestic subjects Gen. Jackson's Administration, if he succeeded in the elec to be employed. With the two last, (the Bank and the 1 had made himself familiar and as to them his course was fi foreseeing the necessity he would be under upon those run counter to the wishes of his Pennsylvania!! friends at threshhold of his administration, it was natural that a m generous temper, and of whose character fidelity to frienc the crowning grace, should have been desirous to avoid anj to the issues between himself and his no less generous supp far as that could be avoided without dereliction of duty.
It was  under such circumstances, and never having j

